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Lunar Meteoroid Impacts Observer (LUMIO) is a 12U CubeSat mission to a halo 
orbit at Earth-Moon L2 that shall observe, quantify, and characterize meteoroid 
impacts on the Lunar farside by detecting their impact flashes, complementing 
Earth-based observations on the Lunar nearside, to provide global information on 
the Lunar Meteoroid Environment and contribute to Lunar Situational Awareness.

LUMIO is one of the four projects selected within ESA's SYSNOVA 
competition No. 4 Lunar CubeSats for Exploration (LUCE), and is 
funded by ESA. LUMIO consortium is made by Polimi (Italy), TU 
Delft (Netherlands), EPFL (Switzerland), S[&]T Norway (Norway), 
Leonardo (Italy), and University of Arizona (United States).
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2.3.1.4 LUMIO-Cam Mechanical Layout 
Although the mechanical layout 
will be detailed during the 
Challenge Analysis, the baseline 
hypothesis is to accommodate the 
electronics board around the lens 
as depicted in Figure 5. This 
configuration, similar to some Star 
Sensors developed by Leonardo 
(Figure 6), allows 1) having a very 
compact instrument and, 2) using 
the boards as shield for the optics. 
The dimensions for the camera, 
with this layout, are 100 x 100 x 
250 mm (see the LUMIO-Cam 
budgets in Section 2.3.1.6). 

2.3.1.5 LUMIO-Cam Algorithm and Modes 
The detection logic implemented in the LUMIO-Cam electronics is performed in two steps. 
x Real time noise and fixed pattern filtering by thresholding, saving only interesting 

windows (wired logic – ASIC or FPGA) 
� Thresholding to select bright pixels 
� Segment encoding if more adjacent bright pixels are found in the same line 
� Pixel encoding 

x Identification of correlated (space/time) events that could be interpreted as meteor’s 
trails (software - microprocessor) 

� Derivation to reject staring light sources 
� Clustering between adjacent segments on different lines 
� Barycentre determination on each target 
� Target selection based on inter-frame displacement to identify paths 

The foreseen operating modes, as shown in Figure 7, are: 
x Initialisation (INI) Mode 
x Standby (STB) Mode 
x Image (IMG) Mode 
x Event detection (MET) Mode 
x Calibration (CAL) Mode 
x SW Maintenance (SWM) Mode 

 
Figure 7: LUMIO-Cam acquisition concept. 

It is worth noting that the camera, due to extremely reduced dimension and budget, cannot 
include hardware for calibration purpose. Therefore, the Calibration Mode is used to check 
the presence of defective pixels (in addition to the ones detected during in-house 
calibration). This is done by looking at a dark reference (a darkened scene on ground or the 
cold space when in flight). The observation of the dark scene allows detecting all those 
pixels whose level is over an allowable limit and to store them within the camera memory.  
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Figure 6: LUMIO-Cam Opto-mechanical layout hypothesis 

(left); Star Sensors by Leonardo (right). 

A two-day, mid-term project workshop will be held at Polimi in 
Milan on 11-12 September 2017. The workshop aims to: 
• Introduce LUMIO mission to interested stakeholders 
• Discuss LUMIO science and its relevance wrt current surveys 
• Present preliminary results on systems sizing & performances 
• Brainstorm follow up and possible opportunities

LUMIO workshop is sponsored by Regione 
Lombardia and Fondazione Cariplo through the 
SpaceSHIP project, Grant No. AD15VARI04.


